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AFiST'Ef,^eCT

In many power systems special controls are introduced to modulate a systen'r

component's terminal cha¡acteristics in order to solve system problems and inprove

systeûr perfornoance. This is especially true in po\"er systenis v¿ith dc converters

since the dc system and its controls have the capabiiiry to change real and ieactir.'e

power loading from minimum to ma¿rimum within a few fundame¡lËal frequency

cycles. This is some orders of magnitude faster than most other pov/er system com-

ponents such as generator govenors and exciters, and loaf: tapchangers.

Static var compeasators of the thyristor controlled reactor ( TCR ) tlp" and the

thyristor switched capacitor ( TSC ) type are sirnilar to dc converters in terms of con-

trol capability and speed of response. It would seem reasonable'to considor mociula-

tion controls for static var compensators also.

A concept which applies moiJulation of the firing angle of a thyristcr controlled

reactor in order to solve a power system problenn is proposed and studieci. T'he proù'

lem is one where a second ha¡monic voltage appearing at tlie lrigh voltage t-ius of a

thyristor controlled reactor results in non-symrretric voltage zero crossings. This

results in the generation of non-cha¡acteristic even harmonic currents by the TCR.

Equidistant firing control systems do not improve the situation . Thus the TCR can

aggravate a ïesonant conditi.on that may exist between the po\ryer system and the

compensator capacitors. This kind of problem has occurred at the Hydro-Quebec

Châteauguay Station.

The solution of the problem at the Chàteauguay Station is not specñcally

add¡essed in the thesis, but the concepts fo¡ a suitable frring angle controller a¡e
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developed and verified using digitai simulation.

The operation of the thyristor controlled reactor with equidistant firing control

and in the presence of a second harmonic voltage is studied. A simple digital model

is developed in order to sinulate the TCR operatioa. Analysis of the waveforms

suggests that sinusoidal modulation c'f the firiug angle rvould be beneficial. Fourier

analysis and symnretrical component analysis of the TCR rvaveforms are used to

determine the ha¡naonic content.

The TCR is studied when operating with sinusoidal modulation of its firing

angle and in the p:esence of fundarnental frequency voltages. It is shown that the

magnitude and phase of tbe lower order ha¡monics of the TCR currents are depen-

dent on the peak noagnitude and phase of the sinusoidal signal. The positive

sequence harnronic components of the TCR line currents are shown to be suitable

signals for use as input signals for the firing moclulation controller.

An algorithnn for mea.sir.ring these sequence components is developed anC

tested. A modulation controller that uses the positive sequence dc current com-

ponent or the positive sequence second ha¡monic component of the lile current is

designed and tested with the digital model of the TCR. The sinnulation tests shov¿

that firing angle modulation can be used to manipulate the harmonic content of the

TCR line cu¡rents and hence can be used to control sequence voltages developccl

across the ac system impedances into which these currents fiow.

-v-
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CF{APT'ÐE{ ûF{E

[NT'R,TÐUCTEON

1.1. AFPLICAT"IOI\ OF STATIC I/ÂR CTMFEIqSATORS ml POWET{ SVSTEEãS

Static var compensators (SVC's) use reactûrs and capacitors in conjunction with

thyristors, resulting in the abitity to vary the reactive power output ci the compensa-

tor in iesponse to changing power system conditions. SVC systems ca-n be divided

into two t¡rpes:

(a) Thyristor controlled reactor and fixed. capacitor (TCR + FC) type.

(b) Ttr5'ristor controlled react.;r and thyristor switched capa,:itor (TCR + TSC)

tyFe.

The thyristor valves of thyristor switched capacitors are always fired at a point

such that conduction begiss exactly at the natural current zero. Of course, conduc-

tion stops at a current zeto in a thyristor circuit. As a result tirere e1'.r no harmonics

generated by the thy.ristor switching. On the other hand, thyristoi:s associated with

controlled reactors can be ûred at any tine between Co and 90' after the peak of the

voltage across the thyristor-reactor circuit. This controlled firing generates harmonics

of different frequeneies.

The primary objective of this thesis is the analysis and control of barmonics

generated by static var compensators. The TCR + FC type of compensator is of most

interest with regards to harmonic generation and is the tlpe that is considered for

this study.

The basic single line configuration of the TCR + FC compensator is shown in

-1-



Figure 1.1 . The compensator elements âre ccnnecteC to the s)'stem witÏ. a step-up

transformer. The TCR circuit is connected iir a delta configuration. The fixed capaci-

tors can be designed as a Êlter if necsssary and 12-pulse configurations can be used

for cancelation of lower order harmonics.

Although the baric arrangement may be similar in many applications, con ilcl

circuits differ considerably for each a¡rplication. Connpensatica problems involve

either :

(a) Load compensation.

(b) Voltage control of a transmission systeü at a given terminal.

In load conû,pensation the objective is to transform the line curre¡ts Srawn by

an unbalanced and non-unity power factor load into a balanced set of real line

currents. Such loads are normâIly concentrated in cne pXant and are best hanriled by

a shunt conßpensator connected at the same ternninal as the lo¡cl.

Conn¡rensation of industrial loads such as arc furnaces and rolling mills are

characteristic of tbe load compensation problern. In orcler to achive symmetrical

loading, it is necessary Éo control each phase indepeadentty. The quantities charac-

terizing the load â.re r,',,:;Írsured and the line currents are controlled by varyiirg tiie

susceptance af the SVC.

In voltage control, the objective is the regulati.on an.i in some cases balancing of

the terminal voltages without regard to the actual cause of the variation ( and unbal-

ance).'Where load balanciug is not a reguiremeai, it is nct necessary to control each

phase independently. A common controller can provicl: the desired frring angle order

to all three phases. Feedback controls that maintain the measured terminal voltage at

the desired reference value are a viable solution to tllc control probiem for transmis-

sion system support, where the parameters of the ac 'rystem are neither accurately

known nor measurable.
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This thesis does not address the methods used for control cf the reactive pov/er

of the SVC to satisfy the load compensation anC voltage control requirements. Such

control strategies and the theory behind the strategies a¡e well documented in the

references listed at the end of the thesis. This thesis addresses the concept of modu-

lating the firing order determined by the no¡r¡a! reactive power and voltage controll-

ers in order to reduce or elinninaie a ha¡¡nonic current component that is trouble-

some to the system. More specifically, firing angle modulation suitable for a thyristor

cont¡olled reactor that has a common controller for all three phases is studied. A

similar modulation concept could be applied to SVC's with separate controllers for

each phase.

1.2, CHÁ,RACTERISTIC AND NON"CI{Á.RACTERI5TIC II/LRh,ÍOÌ{ICS OF THtr

TI{YR ISTOR COII{TR OLLED fù. EACÎOR - FIXEÐ C A.PÉ. CITOR COI-,/flP EN S.å TOE{.

The harmonic components of the currents in the fixed capacitors are deter-

mined only by the harmonic compons.nts of the conlpensator bus voltages, whereas

the harmonic content of the currents of the thyristcr controlled reactor is a furction

of the firing angle and the ha¡monic components of the bus voltages.

In a balanced system and rvhen the compensator bus voltages l¡ave ;üly a fur,ia-

mental frequency component, harmonics are generated by the non-sinusoidal current

of the TCR that results from delayed ûring.

If the back-to-back thyristors associated with each reactor are fired alternately

and symmetrically such that the reactor cuirent has equal positive ancl negacive

current-time ¿rrea, all harmonics of even o¡der cancel. Therefore there are no everr

ha¡monics among the cha¡acteristic ha¡monics of the TCR.

Thus the characteristic harmonics of the TCR compensator line and reactor

currents include ha¡monics of odd order only. The magnitude of these harmonics

varies with firing angle. Triplen ha¡monics (harmonics of order divisible b)' three)

-3-



exist in the reactor currents at most firing angles. Such harmonics have the same

pbase in each branch of the TCR. By connecting the TCR in delta , there is a can-

cellati¡-.n of these ha¡monics in the line currents of tire TCR. Thêrefore for the basic

six-pulse circuit, harmonic currents of order 6¡/ t.i for N :7,2,3, ... fiow into the

system.

The preceding definition of characteristic liarr*c,''ics assumes that the ac system

is balanced and that there are no asymmetries between the phase:. The control vari-

ables are assumed to be symmetrical in each of the phases as well. Any asymmetry or

unbalance that occurs causes as its immediate consequence the generation of har-

monics of all orders.

The following asymmetries and unbalailces are important in determining the

magnitude of non-characteristic (even) ha¡monics that are present in the TCR

curfents :

(a) .Ac systenn voltage unbalance.

(b) Reactor and transformer tolerances.

(c) Asynnmet¡ies of ûring angle betrveen phases and between positive and nega-

tive half-cycles. Eteferenee 3 gives some appreciation of the level of non-

characteristic harmonic currents that can arise for relatively small unbalances

and asymmetries.

tr.3. CONT'ROT, OF' tr{.A.R}/ÍONTC GENER,/TTTON OF T'NTE TT{YTITST'TR CON-

TR,OLT,ED R,EACFOR.

The compensator configuration can reduce the magnitude of harmonic currents

which enter the ac system. The back-to-back thyristor ârrangement that is inherent

to the TCR provides the symmetry tbat eliminates e./en order harnnonics. The delta

connection that results in the cancellation of triplen harmonics in the líne is also

inherent to the TCR. The choice of conf,guration then reduc,-rs to use of the Gpulse

-4-



or lz-pulse circuit. With a 12-pulse circuit, cha¡acteristic harmonic currents of order

6/ù + 1 for N : 1, 3,5, ...ate cancelled and do not flow into the system.

Filters to reduce the lowe.r order characteristic halnonic currents are used in

many applications. Filter designs are depender¡t on tire harnronic impedance of the ac

s]¡steÉo, as seen from the concpensator bus. Filters ca 'l:e an expensive c'Jmponent of

the SVC. Often a 12-pulse circuit can be râcre economical than providing 5'h and

7'h filters.

The presence of non-characteristic narmonic currents can be minimizecl by

specifying stringent tolerances for reactcr and transformer imp*.1"o""s. Unbalances

in the ac system impedances and voltages are usually minir,:aized by careful Cesign.

\Mhen severe unbalances are anticipated, this careful design includes the applicatirn

of compensators for load balancing. Thus, in transmission systems the role of a static

var compensator is often one of voltage contrcl only.

Firing asymmetries have a major effect on the generation and hence conti^ol of

non-cha¡acteristic ha¡monic currents. Under most conditions Êring asymmetries can

be reduced to a few fractions of a degree and are insignificant. The accuracy of the

ûring angle can be influenced by the SVC regulators and by the synchronieing sys-

tem. Imperfections in the control regulators and the synchronieing system, including

phase-locked loop ( PLL ) synchronizing systems, caû result in the generat:on of

large harmonic currents.

In Chaptet 2 it is shown that ha¡monic voltages in the source, even thcugh tral-

anced, result in non-equidistant zero crossings. This causes large ûring asi'mmetries

even with equidistant PLL ûring control. For such cases it is beneficial to intiociuce

firing modulation to minimize asymmetries and irarmonic current levels.

-5-



1.4.OI]T*f,INE OF TI{E T'ËïESIS

The objective of the thesis is to investigate the possibility of eliminating or con-

trolling a specified problem harmonic of the line current of the thyristor controlled

reactcr. The 120 FIz and the dc component of the TCR currents often cause system

problems. If these harncnic ccmponents cas be iafluenced by appropriate modula-

tion, the TCR may i.n fact provide damping to the ac systeü at that frequency.

In Chapter 2 the system studied, which is similar to the Elydno-Quebec system

at Châteaugray, is Cescribed. A simple model of the system rvhich reproduces the

effects on the operation of the SVC of a second harmonic resonance between the

compensator capacitors and ac system is formulated. An analysis of the Châteauguay

system waveforms is performed using ar analpical approach and digital simulation.

This analysis suggests that it is feasible to modulate the TCR firing angle to produce

current waveforms thai rvill cancel ti::e dc or the 72tIlz components. Thus the SVC

may be able to da¡np 3ny resonant instability that exists.

In Chapter 3 the line and reactor currents ol' the TCR are analyzecl for the case

when the TCR is operatirig with a baianced fundamental frequency source, and rvi'rh

sinusoidal firing angle rrodulation. Fourier analysis and symmeiricai componerrr

analysis of the TCR cur¡ents are performed usinS analytical Eethods and simula-

tion. The influence of the sinusoidal modulation magnitude and relative phase on

the harmonic content of the TCR currents is shown.

In Chapter 4 the nethod of measuring the harmonic current components that

are to be used as the ccntrol paîameters is described. Digital simulatice is used to

demonstrate the measuring technique. Instantaneous real and imaginary components

of the positive sequence dc or second ha¡monic line current phasors are computed

using the digital model's PLL voltages for reference phasors. A modulation ccn-

troller is then designed and tested with the digrtal simulation. It is demonstre-ted

that with sinusiodal modulation the TCR produces 120 Hz ( or dc ) currents of the
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appropriate magûitude a.ûd phâse to cancel currents produced by second harmonic

source voltages, therefo¡e cancelling that component in the TCR line current.

The conclusion is that the modulation concept has merit and could b,: :rpplied

to damp a resonant condition in the ac system. Suggesticns for furthe¡ st',idies are

discussed.

SYSTEM BUS

TRANSFORMER

THYRISTOR
CONTROLLED
REACTOR

THYRISTOR
VALVE

Figure 1.1. Basic Conûguration of the SVC
- TCR + FC TYPe
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FER,F OT{,M.ANCE OF TETE TÍTYIÌ, ES TO R, CONTR TT,[,ED

El. E^ÁÀ CTOR WmE{ SÐCO ND E{AR filOI*IE C COÞ{POF{ENT

gUPEit. [þlP OStrn] IJP tN TÍIE F'UNÐAFyIEI{FAí, F'R EQUE NCY

SOUR,CE

2.1. DESCR,IPTION OF SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The idea of modulating the firing angle of a static compensator to stabihze a

system resonant condition arises from operational experience at Hyciro-Quet-rec's

Chãteauguay station. Châteauguay is the Hydro-Quebec 1000 MW back-to-back dc

tie. On the 120 KV ac collverter bus, two static var compensators'of the TCR + TSC

type are provided for voltage control and reactive power balance. Both the dc con-

verters and thyristor controlled reactors are connectecl in a l2-pulse configuration.

The statioa is equipped with 3td,5'h, 1lth, 13th, and high-pass filter banks. Figure

2.1 sl¡ows the station single line diagram. The diagram is taken from Brorrn Boveri

Publieatiçn No. CI-I-N 22.1101.85, HVDC Eack-to-Back Tie, Foste Chñteauguãy, Ilydro-

Qr¡cl¡ec / Canada.

During commissioning of the Châteauguay station, it was observed tliat a reso-

certain operating conditions. Thenance ât second harmonic occurs under

phenomenon was explained as follows:

A minor system disturbance excites the

which in turn causes distortion on the 120

bly amplified by the converter controls and

second harmonic resonance mode,

KV bus. This distortion is then possi-

the TCR controls, causing saturation
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of the converter and the SVC transformers and subsequent tripping cf the con-

verter and SVC.

One solution to the problem is to permanently cie-tune the por..'er system iû

order to avoid the resonant condition. At Chåteauguay, this means keeoing e

minimun number of Bea;ha¡nois generators connecieC to the 120 KV converter b-.is

to maintain sufficient short-circuit capacity. To eliminate this kind of operating res-

triction, one could free Beauharnois units by aC,ding equipment such as synchronous

condensers. Alternatively, the SVC's could be moved to a bus that is irrdependeat

from the converter bus.

Another solution is to add second harmcnic damping controls to the converter

and static var compensator controls. Damping controls added to the converter pole

controls are being tested at the station. It is not knorvn if damping controls are being

designed for the static var compensators.

It is the objective of this chapter to analyze the operation of ttie thynstor con-

trolled reactor under a second barmonic resonant condition and to identify a con-

cept for modulation of the fi,r'ing angle of the TCR such that the TCR would provide

a damping effect on such resonant conditions.

Figure 2.2 is an equivaient of the static var compensator system suitable for

analysis of the second harnoonic resonant condition. This invesiigation assumes the

SVC is connected directly to the high voltage bus. Thus a more clear evaluation of

the dc component of the SVC cur¡ents is possible for the initial study. The TSC is

treated as a ûxed capacitor, since it is not a harmonic current source. The equivalent

TCR is connected in a 6-pulse configuration. This is a reasonable simplic:tion

because the l2-pulse configuration is expected to have the same performance as the

6-pulse configuration with respect to the second harmonic resonance problenr.

At Chåteauguay, a small second harmonic source resulting from a minor distur-

bance within the ac system can excite a laJge second harmonic voltage at the
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compensator bus under a resonânt conditon. Waveforms measured at the station are

shown in Figure 23. The measured line-to-line voltages at the compensator bus have

a positive sequence second harmonic component equal to 30 Vo of the fundamental in

magnitude, with a phase lag of -3û" with respect to the phase of the fundamental.

The currents and voltages measured at the station can be reproduced by an

analytical analysis of the circuit shown in Figure 2.4.The analysis is described in the

following sections.
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USA

120 kv Ac

frrl *t
Ë{*ililå 

fu
1 - AC filters 12OkV ( g&5,
2 - Back-to-back converters
3 - Statlc compensators

4 - Flxed capacitors

5 - 31S kV AC filters ( 11, 19,

2

FfFlçl-
=ffi=

CANADA

f--.---luluc 
[I-+fTl

Tï+

1 1,13, HP )

-140.6 kv, 1000 MW

HP)

Figure 2.7. Châ,teauguay Starion Single Line Diagram
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1 - AC system equivalent
2 - Fixed capacitors
3 - Thyristor-controlled reactor ( TCR )
4-SVC
5 - Compensator HV bus

in, ig, i1: TCR line currents

ipg, ig1, i19 : TCR reactor currents

Figure 2.2.Equivalenr Of The SVC Sysrem
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I
Ugg, Ug1, U1p l

ip, ig, iT :

igs, isy, i1p:

Compensator voltages, lncludlng balanced
2nd harmonlc equal 30% of fundamental

TCR line currents

TCR reactor currents

Figure 2.4. Simpliûed Nlodel Fo¡ Harmonic Analysis Of TCR Currents
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2.2. ANÁ,I,V?TCAtr, ANAE,YSIS OF TCR, C[J[¿R.ENT'S

The voltage and current waveforms shcwn in Figure 25 reprociuce the

phenomenon measured at the Chåteauguay statiorr. The waveforms of Figure 2.5 are

obtained from a digital sinoulation of the circuit shown in Figùre 2.4 and are very

similar to the waveforms in Figure 2.3. F:gure 2.6 shows the line curÍeDts for the

same case.

It should be noted that tbe digital si¡n¡¡lation outputs are usually shor¡n starting

from time t= 0. Therefore for some firing angles where a thyrístor would be conduct-

ing at f s 0 , a start up trânsient can be seen. An exannple is the ñrst firing of thyris-

tor 6 in Figure 2.5.(b).

The source voltage waveforms are deûned by the equation

u,y =tfzu1 cos ( 0" - ö¡ ) + trzurcos (20" - 0¡ )

where the parameters for each line-to-line voltage a¡e defined in Table 2.1.

(2.1)

TAtst E 2.1. IlerameÉers For RespectËve Voltages

IíV 0f 0h

R.S 0o t^oJtt

ST 12t" 15S"

TR, -12û" -900

U, and U, denote the RMS values of the respective voltages and 0" = of . Note

that Ö¡ and Ö¡ denote the phase positicn of the respective voltage components,

the zero degree reference being the positive x-axis( cos rof phasor reference).

The theoretical current waveforms shown in Figure 2.5 arc for a ûring angle

- 15-



Go = 45' . The refereûce for the firing angle is taken at the peak of the fundamen-

tal component of the voltage Urr. An equidistant firing system derived from a phase-

locked loop (PLL) is assumed. In the next section it is shown that the PLL voltages

are in phase with the funda¡nental component of the corresponding source voltages.

Note that the zero crossings of the source voltage waveforms are not equidistant due

the presence of the second harmonic component. Consequently equidistant ñring of

the thyristors results in TCR current waveforms that a¡e not symmetrical with

respect to the zero current axis. The TCR currents therefore have even harmonic

components.

The cur¡ent waveforms shown in Figure 25 are calculated analytically as foi-

lows:

The differential equation <Iescribing the circuit shown in Figure 2.4 is

ury = L * (íxyft) ) ='¿ ft tr¡ry(o,) ) (22)

where 0" = cof . The equation applies whenever one of the thyristors is con-

duciing.

The solution of this equation is given by the expression

'xy \N U,
uL

( sin( 0, - ö¡ ) + (-t)"*1 sin cro

+ 0.15 Ulsin( 20, - ô¡ ) - 0.15U, sin( 2oo - 4¿r ) ) QS¡

for c.o * Ör * ntr 5 0,

ur.

The para¡neters for each of the TCR currents are def;nec! in Table 2.2.
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?sb[e 2.2. Farsrneûer^s For Resçecti're TCR Currents
û.o d50

KY sf ôh öx öul +
Tny T*y

RS 00 30' ¡'ìo 300 70' x10"

ST ,i¿00 150' !2t" -gso 900 90'

TR. -y¿4" -900 249" 150" 105" É.f 'o

Note that .yry is the duration that the thyristor conducts and is called the con-

duction period. The parameter n in the equation denotes conduction in the

positve half-cyle or negative half-cyle of the voltage. ìI/hen n:0 , Equation

23 describcs the current for the positive half-cycle. When n:t , Equatl,on 2.3

describes the current for the negative half-cycle. Referencing Figure 2.4, thyris-

tors 1, 3 and 5 a¡e denoted as pcsitive half-cycle thyristors and thyristors 4, 6

aÐ.d 2 a¡e denoted as negative half-cycle thyristors. The conduction period asso-

ciated with the positive hatf-cycle is denoted as I', * . The conducticn period

asssociated rvith the negative half-cycle is denoted as Iry - . Phase RS of

the delta connected TCR is the reference pbase, with 0" : 0o at the peak of

the fundanqental componeut of the voltage Urr.

The connplete anal¡ical solution of Equation 2.3 requrres that the conducticn

period be known. Fronc Equation 2.3, i', = 0 at 0" = do + 0r + Try * Ít rt

Thus the conduction angle is deûned by the transceniental equation

_ï,
W ' siri (cro*$1*n 6*^f,r-ö¡ ) +0.15U1sin (Z(o,*$1*nTr

tù¡

+r'y) - 0¿ ) = 0.15 ul sin (2oo-ö¡r ) - (-1)"+1 sin ( oo )

- rt -

(2.4)



Equation 2.4 can t¡e solved for Ïry by a numerical technique. The entries in

Table 2.2 for "Y',*, ^lxy and co = 45o were calculated using the single vari-

able search algcirithm of Elavies, Swann, and Carrpey . The digital simuiation model

described in Section 23 is an alterlate numerical solution method whlch gives the

sa¡ne results for "{xy , as can be verified by rneasuring tiìe conduction perioCs from

Figure 25.

The Fourier analysis of the line currents and reactor currents is calculated using

the expression

co cos( rt I + $n )

The following relationships api:,ly:

(øn cos( æ0 ) + ån sin( n0 ) )

bn = -cn sin(9")

/ (0)

/ (0)

a^ n:cou.Ë:--¡-\.'aL n=7

d^ t¡ =Ð
-!¡\.)4

L n =l

cn

an

0o

.lr
f,:-øn

71

¿71

"f "fteicos(na)da n: 1,2,.....
0

¿fr

"1" 
¡ tel sin( zo ) do n :1,2,3, .....

0

\ñrc
= cr cos(Ö¿ )

h

= -afctan (3 )
f,*n

bo=L
T

These relationships associate the an coefficient with the positive x-a:iis (

reference phasor) and the - bn coefficient with the positive y-axis. ô, is

measured counter-clockwise from the positive x-it¡is.

The expressions for calculating the coefficients an and bn deûned by Equa-

tion 2.6 î.æ / (0) given by Equation 2.3 are inclucled in Appendu. 2.2.7 cf

(2.sa)

(2sb¡

(2.6a)

(2.6b)

cosûJt

positive
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Reference 7, the listing of the Fourier and Ð'rnmetricai component analysis program

F'ÛIIRffiAR. The progrâm calculates the Fourier coeificients, given the firing angle,

the I{MS fundamental frequency voltage U, in per unit, and the data shown in Table

22. Note that the per unit system is deûned in Appenll.ix 1.1. The program âssumes

that the source voltage has a 3A Vo second harmonic coÐûponent. Note that the

conduction period must be obtained frcnn a numerícal solution of Equation 2.4 for

any specified ûring arigle. The program output is sho'¡.'r in Appendtx 2.2.2 of Refer-

ence 7 for the case co = 45o and a source t?0 Hz co:'lponent of 30 Vo at a phase

of -30o relative to the fundamental.

The Fourier analysis results for the ûrst three terms taken from AppesðLx 2.2.2

of ReferenceT ate summarized below :

i,,
,
'st
í,,

= -.043 + 2aZcas(0r-96') +.078 cos(23"-60')

= -.048 + .1BZ cos(0" +150') + .075 cos(20" +12û")

= .084 + 207 cos (0, +243") + .725 cos (20" +33")

í, = (-.073 + 204 cos(0" -126) +.087 cas(28,-116') )\,6
i, = (-.003 + .186 cos(0"+11f) + .088 cos(20,+12.fl") )\Æ
i, : ( .076 + 2A0 cos(0"-.9f) + .082 cos(20, +13') )\Æ

(2.7a)

(21b)

(2.7c)

(2.7d)

(2.7e)

(2.7f)

The progrann FCItIIìHÁ.Et also ccmputes the sycrn',e tricai components relative to

R-phase for each harmonic using tl¡e transformation

1

a

o2

(2.8)

wbere d=-05 + j 0.866 , a2 = -05 - j 0.866 a.;tl Io ,[1 and Iz are the

zero, positive, and negative sequences respectively.

Sequence data for the co = 45o case shown in Appendrx222 of Reference 7

is summarized in Table 23.

11:,[l] [i
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Sable 2.3. Symmetrical CornpcrenÉs of TCll Cuments

u'^ : 49o. Source znd Hs¡monlc: 3C q, @ -38"
o

HerEßonic Sec¡uenee R.eactor Current Í.lne Current
hÍag.-PU Fhese-Deg. Mag. -Pu Fhase-Deg.

tlc *ve
-tr¡€

nero

0.043
0.043
0.002

.118.
x18.

0.

( v3 ) 0.043
( v3 ) 0.04.3

0"0

.148.
148.

60 Hz +ve
-VÐ

uero

0.1966
0.011
0.0û9

-94
162.
-67.

( v3 ) 0.1e66
( v3 ) 0.011' 0.0

-124.
'tt:,'.

120 Wz +ve
-V€

zero

0.086
0.0035
0.0418

oó-öô.
-76.5
32.

( \,ß ) e.0s6
( rr3 ) t.ooss

0.0

-118.
-46.s

Within the reactor circuit large 720 Hz ( 44 % of fundamental ) and clc

(22 %) currents flow as a res¡rlt of the asymmetries resulting from the existence of

the 30 % second harnnonic componeÐt in the source. The¡e is a 55 % negative

sequence fundamental frequency component in the line and reactor currents, a result

of the large differeûce in conduction angles for the positive and negative half-cycles.

For the configuration under investigation, the seccnd harmonic phase voltage

denoted by U b. a¡d the second ha¡monic line current denoted by I z, are given

by Equation 2.9 "

uu:03 ut
-\å

I ?, : 0.086 cos(20" -118') (2.e)cos(20s -60")

by this current flowing into the s)stem is denoted as Vr, andThe voltage produced

is

Vz, = -2, Iz,

-20-
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\#here Z = j X, if the system is inductive ( resonaat at a frequency greater 120H2

) and Z, : -j Xs if tbe ac system is capacitive. Then the system voltage is defined

by the equation

V z, :0.086 X (-28')

V z, = 0.086 X (152")

inductív'e

capacitive

(2.11a)

(2.11b)

Figure 2.7 suggests that the compensator can augilent the second harrnonic system

voltage under the operating condition where the resonant frequency exceeds 720 Hz.

It is acknowledged that the effect of transformer pliase shifts have been neglected in

this analysis" Note that if the phase of the TCR currents could be controlled

appropriately, the TCR could be used to damp instead of augment any system reso-

nance even when the resonant frequency exceeds 72Ð Hz.

The Fourier analysis of the TCR currents operating with constent firing angle

and in the presence of second harmonic source voltages shows ttrat signißcant levels

of non-characteristic even harmonics exist ( particullrly dc and 120 Hz components ).

From the waveforms shown in Figure 2.5 , it is clear that modulation of the ñring

angle is desirable to restore symmetry with respect to the zeio current axis. One pos-

sible scenario for a modulation signal is to fire thyristor 7 at

c1 ( oco, (or:do -A) andtofirethyristot4at cr4) co, (o¿:<ro *Â).

Similarly for thyristors 3 and 6, d3 = Go - Â and ü6: Go * A. For thyristors 2

and 5 larger deviation from oto is needed, such as &z: &o - 2L and

05=do +2L.

Such a firing arrangernent suggests that sinusoiclal modulation of the firing angLe

should be considered.sinusoidal modulation where G : c, + Â cos (rr:r +õ) is

investigated in this study.

The concept of using sinusoidal modulation to cancel the dc or 72C FIz current

components in the TCR line currents is to be tested using digital simulation of the
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TCR operating under resonant conditions. The digital model used for the simulation

is described in the next section of this chapter.
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Figure 25.(a) TCR Model Current, Voltage, And Firing
Fulse Wavefo¡ms Go : 45o
Source 2'ø Harmonic Vcltage 30 o/o @ -30"
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Figure 25.(b) TCR Model Current, Volttge, And Firing- 
Pulse Waveforms co = 45"
Source 2nd Harmonic Voltage 30 o/c @ '30'
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LINE VOLTAGE UÏR -PU
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Figure 2.5.(c) TCR Model Current, Voltage, And Firing
Pulse Waveforms co = 45o
Source 2* Harmonic Voltage 30 % @ -3C"
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V2p ( lnductlve )

Oo cosine

V2p ( Caoacltlve )

uzn

UzR : AC system voltage

VeR: Voltage developed across AC system
impedance due to l2g

lzn : SVC line current at 2nd harmonic

Figure 2.7. Phasor Diagrano Of Second Harmonic Voltages
Associated With The TCR
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2.3. D[G[TÁ.[, MODEN, OF THE SCT{.FC COMPEI{SÉ"T'OR

The circuit of Figure 2.4 reptesents the case when the thyristor controlled reac-

tor is operating under a second harmonic resonarrt condition. This is the circuit that

is simulated for the purpose of checking the perfornnance cf the TCR with sinusoidal

modulation of the ñring angle.

An important part of the simulation is the represertation of the phase-locked

loop firing control system. It is an iorportant factor in the performance of the TCR

in the presetrce of second harmonic voltages. The PLL is also used as the reference

signal for the measurement of the positive sequence dc and second harmonic current

phasors which are used as control parameters for the moilulation controller.

The simulation of the circuit shown in Figure 2.4 is accomplished with four For-

tran subroutines (SOURCE, TÍIYR6, STÁ.8Q6, FIF.'.PULSIS ) and the main progr¿ìa.

The main program controls the system simulation using tire abcve subroutines, han-

dles the data output and performs other housekeeping tasks. Control functisns such

as the phase-locked loop and modulation controls are simulated using the foltowing

control system modelling subroutines :

(a) REÄLFZ - real poie.

(b) INTGL2 - íntegration by trapezoidal rule.

(c) TtMÐs - timer with hysteresis, delay on pick-up and release.

(d) ^A.VGFlt S - digital averaging filter.

The listings of the subroutines are included as Appendix 2.1.7 ta Appendix 2.1.8

of Reference 7.

Subroutine SOURCE simulates the line-to-line voltages that appear at the TCR

terminals. Source voltages are represented as infinite sources having a specified fun-

damental frequency magnitude and phase. The source can have a second harmonic

component with a specifred magnitude and phase as well.
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The Êxed capacitors are not represented since in tbe circuit that is modelleil the

infinite sources are connected directly across the capacitors. Thus the capacitor

currents are completely defined.

.q state equation formulation of the thyristor controlled reactor is used. The

state variables are the TCR reactor curientg,. The circuit shorvn can be arralizeci as

three independent single phase circuits. The back-to-back thyristors are represented

as parallel resistors. The effective thyristor resistance at any instant in time is

denoted as R1¡¡ . The differential equation fo¡ the circuit is

ft 6(t) :lu,(r) - \uØ elz)

Applying the trapezoidal rule of integration gives the solution algorithm as

. 
{tt 

- n,u#)

{u,, 
t*,u *J + u," (,rr )}

{u,,f'r**J 
+ u,r('rr)}

)'r''*r

(2.13)

where ft+1 denotes the current time step and tk deno'¿es qhe previous Éinre step.

The synnbol ry represents ;-.e , ,sf or tr for each of the respective phases.

Wh,en the currents and vcltages a¡e defined as per unit quantiti;s Equation 2.13

has the form

í,o (ofr +r) = Zbo*

Í,o (orrr +r) - Ãt PL' 
(1 + Rrrr #)

/ (1 + n,, #\ ) 
, r,,,1

(
* ltr - nrr#) / G + nru#)

t

where the variables have units as follows :

-4!e-
+ nro #)(1
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(a) Zu"" , RTH - ohms .

(b) L - henries.

(c) At - time step in seconds.

(d) # - mhos.

The subroutin: STAEQ6 outputs the three TCR reactor currents a¡¡d the line

currents using Equation 2.14 , given the preseot tine step's thyristor registance values

and source voltages, and the currents and source vol.tages of the previous time step.

Each thyrisior is represented as a ,urirtor. The reslstor assumes the value Rrn

or Ro¡ ¡ in accordance with the on/off status of the thyristor. The status of the

thyristor is determined by the logic shown in Figure 2.8. Subroutine TIÌYR6 com-

putes the thyristor status at each ti-ine step. The values of R"¡¡ and Ron ate

required in ohms. Ro¡¡ = 60 &fl is used wkich gives an off-state cuírent of 0.0C2

pu.þer unit), a typical value for a thyristor circuit . Ro, = 0CI1 È fl. is use-d, giving an

on-siate thyristor voltage of 0.0Û08 pu., two times larger than typical. Vihen the ratio

of lÍon lRof f gets too large, numericai instabiiiÊy is otiserved. These values give

good results without a:¡y numerical stability problems. The on state losses are not of

coÊcern in this study in any case. Note that Z6oro : 129.96 kd'l' is used in the per

unit calculations.

The phase-lccked loop firing contrc! system of the TCR is mocielled by subrou-

tine FIR,PÈlLSlS . A block diagram of the PLL system i; shown in Figure 2.9.

The phase error for the FLL is calculated by measuring ttre positive and nega-

tive zero crossings of the three source voltages Urs, Ust and U,r. When a zero cross-

ing is detected, linea¡ interpolation between time steps is used to reduce the sensi-

tivity of the measuremeat to time step size and to improve accuracy. The phase error

is defined as (0, - 0" ) where the zero crossing of the PLL voltages are Ìinown to

be as shown in Table 2.4 . Tbe PLL error is the average of the six individual error
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measutreE¡ents where the

0" denote the PLL and

averaging is carried out each time step.

the system phase pcsition respectively.

Note that ør arrd

Table 2.4. Fhase-Loched [,oop
Reference Voltage Zero Crosslogs

PLL Voltage *ve Crossing -ve Crossing

vrs tr LB0'

Vst 720" 3000

V,, 24t' 6û"

In Figure 2.5 the source voltage shown has a second harmonic component equal

to 30 7o of the f¡¡adamental. The PLL voltages ¿ue also shown. The errors meas'¡rablo

from the figure are shorvn in Table 2.5.

Clearly the average error sums to zero when the FLL is in phase wi':h the ac sys-

tenr source voltages, as is the case in Figure 2.5.In fact the PLL voltages a¡e in phase

with the fundamental component of the ac çystem voltages. Figure 2.10 shcws this

signiûcant point explicitly.

By using the average error signal, ¿he PLL is made insensitive to the variation

of each individual error that results from the 720 Hz balanced three voltagc' com-

ponent. Consequently no filtering of the signal ER is used for the majority of the

Table 2.5. Phase-Locked l.oop Fhasc Ðrrcr

Source VolÉege 2ßd Hormonlc:30 øo @ -3t".
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study ( a second harmonic component superimposed on the fundamental is con-

sidered in this study ). With reference to Figure 2.9, Ettering is providecl using the

real pole transfer function shown by specifying a non-zero value f.ot T ¡. In order to

look after ripple arising from unbalances and various combir.ations of higher order

harmonics, filtering of ¿'R would normally be used with TL having a setting of

833 milliseconds ( one half cycle at 60 Hz ).

The response of the PLL system to frequency and phase changes vras acljusted

to give reasonable performance for the case with Tt :0.0 and also for the case

with TL :8.3 ms. Near optimal settings found for the FLL system are shown in

Table 2.6.The variables in the table can identified from FigureZ.lC.

Table 2.6. Phase-Locked Loop Settings

Parameter Without Error
Filter

trVith Error
Filter

ct-l 1.00 1.00

T, Isec J 0.0 0.0083

K, lraC/cleg-sec ] 1C.0 7.0

K, [rad/deg-n""21 0.4
250.0

û.4
1i5.0

REFI Ideg] 15.0 i5.0

REF2 [ dee ] 5.0 5.0

T, IsecJ 0.04 0.04

T, I secJ 0.c6 0.06
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Note that the purpose of changing K¡ is to accomodate a frequency change.

For transient phase changes , a large integral gain is not desirable since after the

correction the integral part Ao must be zero again. Hence the proportional term

should do the cor¡ection. On the other hand, for frequency changes the integral

term must output a ûew steedy-state value for Ao to supplement the base referencc

radian frequency afl377 radians/second. This gain su'itching eliminates :he need for

a frequency measurement input to the FLL.

The responses of the PLL system to step changes in phase and frequency are

shown in Figures 2.1.1 through2.l1.In all the figures, the PLL is locked to the system

prior to the disturbance.

Figure 2.11 shorvs the respclse to a 10" phase step (T¿ : 0.0) . The PLL

corrects the phase error within 75 ¡cilliseconds. Note that the error sigoal prior to

aud subsequent to the disturbance has no ripple on it due to the slìccüd harmonic

source voltage. Figure 2.12 sbcws the PLL response to a 2 FIz step frequency change.

The phase error exceeds 15o rvhich causes the integral gain to be increased tem-

porarily. The FLL compeûsai:s within 160 milliseconCs.

Figures 2.73 and 2.14 shorv similar responses for TL = 8.3 ms.In order to keep

the PLL system stable it is necessary to reduce the gain Kp The PLL is

correspondingly slower to correct for phase error. ( The gain:: for the PLL with

filtering have not been optimized as v¿ell as for the TL = 0.0 case.)

The phase position error of the PI-L in sÊeady-state does not exceed 0.011' dur-

ing any given simr¡lation , as shol'rn by Figure 2.15. To be in phase lock at thc start of

a simulation , it is necessa¡y to initialize the phase measuring sysiem error registers

with the appropriate steady-error values (Table 2.5 data for source 72A Hz voltage at

phase or' -30o ). Otherwise, at the startup of the simulation case there will be a tran-

sient phase error until the PLL is able to respond.
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In steady-srate operation the PLL system issues firing pulses that are equidis-

tant, within the tolerance of the tine step. Table 2.7 shows the measured jitter in

the firing pulses for a time step of 50 ps . The PLL is operating at 60 Hz.

Table 2.V. fitter Of [,'iring Fulses

A¡ : 5C¡¡s

Pulse
No.

Time
of

Pulse

( ms )

Time
Between
Adjacent
Pulse
(ms )

Time
Between

Same
Pulse
(ms)

6
rÈt

1
*s

2
¡tt

J
¡it

4
û+

5
sa

6
*'ú

1
¡t ¡t

2
*$

3
s*

4
*a

5

7.(r5
**
4.40
**
7.20
rt)l

10.0
+:}

72.75
*:¡

1555
*s

18.30
**

21.10
r'$

?3.85
*+

26.65
*Û

29.40
*t

32.20

r*t

2.75
¡i+

2.80
:t*

2.80
**

2.75
¡ù{

2.80
rlS

2.75
*s

2.75
't*

2.75
**

2.80
**

2.75
¡ù)¡

2.80
**

**
*+
t:l
s+

**
'*t
**
¡.*

**
**
*r:
?+

16.65
¡a+

16.70
û*

16.6s
**

16.65
rù*

16.6s
**

16.65

The firing pulses are output relative to the PLL phase position 0,' which is cal-

culated with modulus 2 tr . The firing pulses are generated when the logic shown in

Table 2.8 is satisfied.
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Table 2.8. Logic For Fulse Generatian

Pulse Range ûf e ,,

1 cr*90o<0r<1E0o

1 a*150'<0r-240"

3 a*210'< 0r < 300'

4 a*270" < 0,. < 360o

5 a*330'= 0r = 3ó00
ors.3 0r < 60'

6 cr *30' < 0,, < 120o
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Figure 2.8. Lagic For Thyrisror Model
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2.4. NUIyfEAECAI, F@UEEER AP{A&YSTS C,F TCR, R,IODET, CURREI{TÎ

A numerical For¡rier analysis program is included to permit a direcl analysis of

the TCR waveforms generated by the digital modei. The basis for the Fourier

analysis is again defined by Equations 25 and 2.6. The integration required for the

calculation of the coefficients ø,, e.nd bn is done using the trapezoiCal rule

where A¿ is the sampling period, tk is the previous sample anC t*+r is the

cureni sannple. The algorithm for ccrrputation of both the coe.lficients reduces to

"i,' , u) dt = +{t (rr) + r (,u.J 
}

I I n:Àr -1
an( bn)= 

"[t, 
*s¡¡*2 

,8, En

(2.1s)

(2.16)

where .fú is the number of suÞintervals per cycle. The function I represents the

product / ' cosro, t or f . sincor f as appropriate. The arguments af the sine and

cosine use the PLL position 0, = o, t f.ar computing the Fourier coefficients. The

program also includes a slmmetrical component analysis of the waveforms.

The Fortran code for the numerical Fourier series progr¿im is included as

Appendiar 2.3.7. of. Reference 7. The details of the expressions used foi calculating

the Fourier series terms and the symrnetrical components can be seen in the appen-

dix. The per unit system used in the program is consistent with that used in the pre-

vious sections of this chapter.

The numerical analysis of the TCR nodel wavefornns fo¡ the case whin ttie

TCR is operating with clo = 4f and with a second ha¡monic.source voltage of 30

Eo magîítvde at a phase of -30o is included as Appendtx 2i.2. of Reference 7. The

Fourier analysis results taken from thi; appendix for the first three teÍms cf the

series are sumnûarized below :
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is

= -.0411 + 2083 cos($r -94.7") r .A792cos(20,-625") (2.17a)

= -.0503 + .1888 cos(0, +i51.") + .û733 cos(2s, +120.3") (2.17b)

= *.086ú + 2723 cos(0, +252') + .1285 cos(20, +32.7") (2.17c)

= (-.0737 * 2l1àcos(s,-125.1") + .09û7cos(20, -117.2))\ß Q.17d)

= (-.0053 + .1927 cos(o, +i163') + .0909 cos(20, +117.2\ )\4 (z.t7e)

ít = (+.07ç1 + 2A62 cos(o,-02') + .0853 cos(2CI, +0.7") )\Æ Q.fir)

The results obtained from the numerical analysis of tbe mcdel waveforms agree

very well with the results exhibited in Equetion 2.7 ( which a¡e inclucled as ;\ppen-

dix22.2. of Reference 7 ).

ir"

tf

Itt

i,,
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CE{AX}TEK. 3

TTTE T'CR. WETET F'[R,[NG ANGI,E MTÐTJI,AT'TON - A.

COMTROI,I.ED EãARMÛHIC Gtri{ÐRAT'TR

3.1. Á,NAT,YTICAL ANALYSES 3F THE TCR, WITTI STNUSOIDÀL F[[ITÞ{G Â¡{GLE

MODULATION

The objective in using sinusoidal modulation of the TCR firing angle is to gen-

erate TCR cuÍrents having a second harmonic (or dc) component with the appropri-

ate magnitude and phase in order to cancel the same harmonic component producecl

as a result of the second harmonic source voltage. It is instructive to consider first

the effect of modulation of the TCR firing angle on the harmonic content of the line

currents, when operating with a balanced fundamental frequency ac systctr source

voltage .

Sinusoidal modulation of the Êring angle is defined by the equation:

c =0o +Â cos(0r+ô) :cro *A (3.1)

where

(a) a. is the actual ûring angle .

(b) do is the nominal firing angle from the main SVC controls.

(c) Â is the peak of the modulation.

(d) õ is the phase of the modulation.
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(e) A is the modulation sinusoid.

(Ð and 0, : or , the PLL Phase Position'

Since frring of the thyristors is normally occurring at 60' interváls, with firing in

each TCR phase occurring at 180o intervals, sinusoidal modulation can also be

described by the equation

A,r:Âcos[ (¿-1)120" +ô] (3.2)

whe¡e 0" is arbitrarily set to zero degrees and is defined in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. F[ring r\ngle DefiniÉÍon

For S[nusoidal ModulaÉion

XY k ÀÐ, Fíríng Angle
c¡

RS t Âcosõ GL:0o *Âr,
c4: do - A*

ST a Â cos(ô + 120') C3:Go *Ar,
c6=do -4"¡

TR 3 Â cos(ô + ?A0") G5=co *Âr,
&z: &a - Lr,

Using this convention, and phase RS as the reference, Figure 3.1 sl¡ov¿s the

reference frame for the three phases. The thyristor numbering and current refer-

ence directions are as shown in Figure 2.4.

The anal¡ical expression for the TCR. currents for the circuit shov¿n in Figure

2.4 when considering modulatioiì as defined by Equations 3.1 and 3.2 is as follows:

In the positive half-cycle

i,y = úu r[sin(o, + ö¡) - sin(cto * u)]

-44-
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where Go*A+ör o0rs rr-(so +A)l-01

In the negative half-cycle

i.",:úur[sin(e" +0¡) *sin(cr, -u)] (3.4)

where r*(cto-A)+0r =0rs 2n- (*o-Â)+0i

Equations 3.3 and 3.4 deûne ixy in per unit. Consequently the impedance mul-

tiplying factor 1 / øL drops out of the equations. U I is the RMS voltage

specified in per unit" Table 3.2 defines $1 *O <Þl for the respective phases.

Table 3.2. Parameters for TCf,d, currents

XY 0¡ 0r

RS 00 00

ST -1?0" 120"

TR, 128" 2&"

Fourier analysis and symmetrical component transformations are used to

analyze tbe line and TCR currents defrned by Equations 3.3 and 3.4 respectively,

Again the Fourier series and its coefficients are defined by Equations 2.5 and 2.6.

The detailed equations used in the calculation of the Fourier series coefficients are

shown in the listing of the program FTIJRMOD in Appendtx 33.1,. of Reference 7.

The program outputs the maglitude and phase of the terms of the Fourier series

a.- n:'7

f + ã "n 
cos ( ut +0, ) . The TCR reactor currents are given in per unit rela-

L n:L

tive to the TCR reactor current base. The TCR line currents ate given in per unit

relative to the line cu¡rent base. The symmetrical component analysis is carried out
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in accordance with the transformation defined by Equation 2.8.

The characteristic harmonics of the thyristor controlled reactor are defìned in

Chapter 1. The definition assumes a balanced fundamental frequency source. A har-

monic analysis of the TCR reactor currents described by Equations 33 and 3.4 (and

the line currents computed fronc these reactor currents) should give only the charac-

teristic harmonics for the case when the modulation magnitude is zero. Figure 3.2

shows the results of such a Fourier analysis, using the program FOURMOD.

The analysis for the no modwlation case shows that there are no even har-

monics (including the dc component). Of the odd harmonics, only the 3rd, 5th, und

7th 
^r" 

plotted. T'he figure shows the magnitude of the TCR reactor current har-

monic components for the entire range of firing angle. The magnitude is given in per

unit, where 1.C0 pu. is defined to be equal to the magnr.tude of the fundamental conr-

ponent of the TCR reactor current at c = 0" . The harmonic components of the

line currents in per unit are also given by Figure 3.2, rvhere 1.00 pu. is the rnagnitude

of the fundarnental component of tl¡e line current at c :0o Of course, the 3rd

harulonic ccmponent curve applies only to reactor currents, the third harmonic not

being characteristic of the line currents.

Thus, for the TCR with equiclistant ûring at firing angle so and in the pres-

ence of a balanced fundamental frequency source, Figure 3.2 describes the harroonic

current components. With sinusoidal modulation, the firing of th¡,ristors is no longer

equidistant. The analysis of TCR currents using FOURfr,fOD is shown in Appendix

3.3.2 of. Reference 7 for the case with Go : 45", Â : 30o and ô : Ûo

The ûrst three terms of the Fourier series are surrîmarized in Equation 3.5 .

ir, = -.1977 + .3409 cos(0, - 90.0') + .1875 cos(zos +0.0') (3.sa)

(3.sb)í,, = .a942 + 2243 cos (0" +150.0') + .1113 cos(20" -60.0")
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i,, : .0942 + 2243 cos (0" + 30.0') + .171.3 cos(20, +60.0')

í, = (-.1685 + 2ß46 cos(0, -t13.2") + .0943 cos(2t, -36.2\)\ß

f" = (.1685 + 2846 cos(0, +713.2') + .0943 cos(20, -143.6') )V3

(3sc)

(3.sd)

(3.se)

(3.sf )i, = (.0c00 +- 2243 cos(0,+ 00.0') +.1113 cos(2os+90.0") )V3

The firing asymmetry results in generation of non-characteristic even harmonics,

which include the dc component. Tire large difference beíween the positive half-

cycle and negative half-cycle conduction period results in unbalances between the

phases of the fundamental component and the harmcnics. There is a 75.5o/o unbal-

ance in the fundamental component for this 30" peak moclulation level.

Figure 3.3 shows that the phase of the second harmonic pcsitive sequence com-

ponent of the line current rotates in the direction of increasing phase ô of the modu-

lation signal. The magnitude remains constant at 0.099 pu. for a peak modulation

Â : 30' Note that relative to the magnitude cf the 60 FIz signal at cr : 45" , a

peak modulation of 30o results in37.6Vo second harmonic corflponent.

Figure 3.4 shows that the pliase of the dc positive sequence component rotates

in a direction opposite to that of increasing phase of the modulation signal. A peak

modulation Â :30" results in a dc component magnitude of. A.0W3 pu., or 37o/a

with respect to the 60 Hz component at cr = 45o

Tables 3.3 shows the behavior¡r of the line current positive an.J negative

sequence phasors for several other harmonics. In terms of phase angle, the dc, third

harmonic, and sixth harmonic sequence phasors rotate in the direction of decreasing

phase when the phase ô of the firing angle modulation increases. The fourtli har-

monic negative sequence phasor behaves in a simila¡ manner as the second harmonic

positive sequence phasor, the latter shown in Figure 3.1 . The fifth harmonic positive

sequence component's phase decreases whereas the seventh harqronic negative
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Table 3.3. Phese of Symmetrlcal Components

Of Line Corre¡f flarmonics Ve¡sus

Firtng Angle Modulation Fhgse

Â:30' @o:45"

Mod.
Phese
(DecJ

DC

(Dee.)

2na

(Deg.)

3',d

@eg.)

4th

(Deg)

5,h

(Dee)

6th

(Ðee.)

7th

(Dee.)

ô -ve -YG *ve -Ve *ve -Vê *ve -VG +ve -V€ +ve -VB

0 2to zrc 2û 3{t0 330 30 60 t2s 150 zto 60 txtl
30 24Ð 300 24n 0 0 t2Ð 120 2û 60 160

60 270 30 0 180 150 330 300 120 90 270 60 28
90 300 60 tzt 300 24Ð 120 ó0 300 60 300

120 330 zto 120 60 330 270 tB0 t20 30 330 60 0

150 0 180 0 2û t2Ð 12$ 0 0 60 60

180 30 30 24Ð 3û0 150 2LO 60 tzo 330 3C 60 128

ztt ó0 300 24A 1t0 0 120 300 60 60 180

2& 9{¡ 2tB 0 180 330 150 30ú 120 270 90 60 26
270 120 60 t?r 120 24lJ lzn 2& t20 60 300

300 150 30 t20 60 150 90 180 tzrJ 210 150 60 0

330 180 180 0 60 120 tza 180 1E0 60 60

sequence component's phase increases with increasing phase ô. Note, the symboi --

denotes that the magnitude associa'úed the phase entry has a zero value.

The magnitudes of the sequence components depend on the peak modulation

Â and the firing angle o¿o, with the phase of the modulation having no influence

on the magritude of the sequence phasors. On the other hand when the modulation

phase ô is held constant , a change in firing angle t o results only in a change in

current phasor magnitude, as long as firing angle limits are not encountered.

Figures 35 through 3.7 show the effect of changing the firing angle modulation

maepitude Â on the positive sequence dc, 120 Hz and 60 Hz phasors. The modula-

tion phase is held constant at ô=0o . The reference for the per unit values is the 60
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Hz component magnitude at eo = 0" (1.00 pu). Clearly, at Â : 0" , only charac-

teristic harmonics exist. For all firing angles, tlie reagnitudes of the dc and l2A Hz

line current positive sequences phasors increase rvith increasing nrodulaticn magni-

tude as expected. The phase of these current components is independent of the

modulation magnitude. The modulation of firing angle does change the 60 I'Iz com-

ponent of line current to some extent, as can be seen in Figure 3.7. Any change

represents the interaction that would exist between the modulation controller and

the normal controls determining the nominal firing angle.

The above analysis suggests that by controlling the magnituCe and phase of tbe

firing angle modulation signal appropriately, it is possible to control the harmonic

content of the thyristor controlled reactor. That is, at least for one specifìed non-

characteristic harmonic at a time the TCR can be used to output a desired magni-

tude and phase.
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27oo

Figure 3.3. Phase Of Positive Sequence Second Harmonic
Line Current Versus Phaçe ô Of
Modulation so : 45" Â : 30o

Figure 3.4. Phase Of Positive Sequence DC
Line Current Versus Pha¡e ô Of
Modulatiotr co = 45o Â = 30o
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3.2. STMU[,4,T'[ON OF'THE T'CR, WTTET FTRING ¡,i{GLE MODUI.A.'FIÐN

The digital model of the thyristor controlled reacior is used to evaluate the per-

formance of controller using firing angle modulation to eliminate specified harmonic

components in the TCR line current. In this secÊion, it is shown that the digital

model with sinusoidal modulation of firing angle giues the same results as the anal¡i-

cal analysis in Section 3.1.

The modulation controller, which is described in Chapter 4, outputs a phasor

quantity, expressed in terms of its reat component CRL and imaginary component

CIMG. A sinusoidal time-varying signal at fundamental frequency def;ned by

A=Âcos(o, *ô)

can be derived frorn this phasor information using tLie relationships

L =\ERLT + cilrtc' - Cltvi ijò : arctan
C{il'

(3.6)

(3.7)

Then the equations given in Table 3.1 can be used iirectly to compute the modula-

tion required for each thyristor.

Alternatively, the sinusoid defined by Equation 3.6 can be const¡ucted by using

two phase-locked loop signals, one in quadrature with the other. This is shown by

the equation

Â cos(t,, + õ) : CRL (cosr,r. t) + CIMG (-sinorrt) (3.8)

where CkL : Â cosõ and CIMG = Â sinõ Sampling the resultant firing angle

modulation signal at 60o intervals defines for each fundamental frequency cycle the

six nnodulation quantities Aa¡ , i : t,6 that are required. By assigning samples

180" apart to positive and negative half-cycle thyristors, the modulation defined by

the equations given in Table 3.1 can be realized.
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The TCR model computes the appropriate modulation signal using the CRL an<l

CIMG phasor components. These two quantities can be derived from the closed-loop

controller output or can be manually set. Manual control of the modulation is used

in this section to show that the model gives essentially the same results as are dcriveC

analytically in Section 3.1.

The case with üo :45', Â = 30o and õ : 0" was simulated. An analysis of

the digital model current waveforms using the program FGURNU&Í gives for the

first three terms of the Fourier series.

ir, = -.1988 + 3412 cos(0"-88.9') + .i71i cci(20r-0.9') (3.9a)

j,r = .0969 + 23?ß cos(0, +150.0') + .ii3i c-r(20, -62.t") (3.9b)

í,, : .0950 + 2306 cos(o" + 29.9') + .1120 ct,:(20,+57.3") (3.9c)

í, : (-.1697 + 2873 cas(0,-113.6") + .C875 cos(20"-39.6") )\,4 (3.ed)

i, : (.1707 + .2889 cos(0" +113.9') + .09û9 cos(20, -141.9") )\r3

f, = (.0011 + .2319 cos (0, + 0.2") + .1122 cos(20, +87.9') )\r3

(3.ee)

(3.ef )

This result compares closely with Equation 3.5. The complete output for the case is

given in Appendlx 3.33. of Reference 7 and is di.rectly comparable to the analytical

results of Appendix 3.3.2. of Reference 7.

Figure 3.8 shows the TCR current and voltage waveforms and the firing pulses.

The sinusoidal distribution of the firing pulses can be noted. The firing angles meas-

ured from the ûgure and modulation data for each phase are shown in Table 3.4.

The firing pulse asymmetry results in significant differences between the positive

half-cycle and negative half-cycle conduction periods.
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Table 3.4. Firing Angle Modulafion Dat:]

Â=30' Ð:0" ao:45"

Fhase An Actuu,l Firing Angle

RS 300 sL:75" c4 : 15o

ST -150 ca : 30' d6 : 60o

TR -150 a5 = 30o dz : é0"

The

and fixed

analytical

here.

simulations for cases with fixed modulation

phase with varying modulation magnitude,

analysis. Thus the simulation results for all

magnitude and varying phase,

give the same results as the

those cases are not repeated
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Figure 3.8.(a) TCR Current, Voltage, And Firing Pulse Waveforms
ao -- 45" 60Hz Source
Sinusoidal Modulation. Â : 30' ô : 0o
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Figure 3.8.(b) TCR Current, Voltage, And Firing Fulse Waveforms
co = 45o ffi Hz Source
Sinusoidal Modulation. A = 30o õ = 0"
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Figure 3.8.(c) TCR Current, Voltage, And Firing
so = 45o 60 Hz Source
Sinusoidal Modulation, A : 30o ô

Pulse Waveforms
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CEã^A.Pã'ER. 4

ÐESCR.IPTION ATqÐ PÐìIF'OR.M.4.NCtr OF'' F'[R[NG AF{GT.Ð

&lt ÐrEJ[, AT I t h{ CûNT'R. tr, g. Eriü,

4.X CONTR,OT, PAR.{-R6ETER, MEASUR,EMENT

From Table 32, it appears that the sequence cornpcnents of the line currents

would be suitable controi parameters for the firing angie modulation controller. Tire

positive se,queûce should be used for the second harmonic. Th,e negative sequence

should be used for the fourth ha¡monic. Either sequence component could be used

if it is desirable to use the dc ccnnponent as the control parameter. In subsequent

sections, only the second ha¡monic component or tlre dc component is considered as

a control pararneter.

For control purposes, a relatively fast ¡reasurement of the sequence components

is required. The paper listed as R,eference 4 describes some techniques of coordinate

transformation suitable for contrcl systeras used for conlpensâtioi: and bal:ancing of

three phase loads. The techniques described in the paper use the transfcrmation

from (r,s,t) - coorCinates to (o,F) - coordinates and the symmetrical con¡ponent

transformation.

The (r rs,t) -to - (o,P) transformation is a scalar transformation and as

such applies to insta.ntaneous values of current and voltage, as well as to pi;í¡sor

values. The symmetrical component transformation is a veÆtor transformation. In

order to apply the symmetrical component transformation to instantaneous signals,

the (o,F) - components must be translated to their vector þhasor) equivalents. To
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accomplish this, the instantaneous value of the quadrature component of the signal

must be determined. The paper describes techniques for such

vector identificatíon

Another method that can be used to accomplish vector identification is to make

use of the phase-locked loop signals. The PLL is locked to the fundamental positive

sequence system voltage and therefore may be used as the phasor reference. The

PLL also follows fundamental frequency excursions. A controller thus can use the

PLL reference to produce other reference phasors at harmonic frequencies. This

measuring technique is further described in the following sections.

The (",F) - transformation that is used is deûned by:

l:
The ground phase component is neglected since no zeto seque.nce can flow in

line connections.

The symmetrical component transformation that is used is defined by:

2-t-1
333
^ 1 -1U '-=' -:v3 \/3

[ ;"(r )

[ ;utr )

[;;l

[ïlil]
(4.1)

TCR

Il j,] (4.2)

The symbol i denotes a phasor or vector. The symbol i1 denotes the positive

sequence phasor and iz denotes the negative sequence phasor. The symbols io

and ig denote the phasor values of the time- varying signals í.. and fp respec-

tively.

Clearly to compute instantaneous values for the symmetrical components of the

time-varying signals i, i, and i, a transformation symbolically defined by

[;r ] 
: 

+
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[;;1

If the signo!

(r)r : tt (¡) for z

Tn
Tzz

is multiplied

- þ then

by the sinusoid

(43>

(4.4)

cos(rorl *0r) where

li:', I
J

í 
"(t)

ipG )

is required.

The basis for ûnding the appropriate transformation T follows from the

requirement to extract from a signal the phasor components of a speciÊed frequency

as a dc value. ConsiCer a signal f (t) described by its Fourier series ai

î (t) = + - E cn cos(rerrrr * go)

The Êrst two terr.ls, the dc vaiue of the signal, ¡esult from the term of tl¿e series that

has the frequency equal to @r u dn and j, Cenote the magnitu-l¿ and phase

respectively of the terms resulting from the product of sinuscids. Simiiarly,

I Q) 'cos(<,r, t + sr) = + cos(g¡) cos(O,')

f Q) 'sin(<,r,t * 0,' ) = + cos(g¿) sin(0,)

c r ¿:co
+ V sin($¿) sin(0,') + ã .. d" cos(no,f * 1n)

n=l,n* k

(4.s)

(4.6)

Ct
- ; sin(go) cos(0r) + ã . e" sin(nr,r,r * (n)

n:L¡* k

Recall that the compoäent c¿ can be expressed as
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where cos(cof ) is the phasor reference (then -sin(ut) corresponds to the

+ j -øxís ).

Therefore

ck = êþ cos(frtot + 0e)

= ô¿ cos($¡ ) cos(& <,lr ) + ô¿ sin($¿ ) (-sin(/c ot ))

= Re[õu] cos(k c¡r ) + Im[õ¿ ] (-sin(e ot ))

2í(t)'cos(or,t +0r)

= Re[ðn] cos(0,) + Im[c¡] sin(0,) 1- (sfnrusoids)

2f (t)'sin(co,f +0r)

= Re[ð¿] sin(0r) - Im[õ¿] cos(O,) * (sírusoíds)

(4.7)

(4.8a)

(4.8b)

Ite[ð¿ ] dencles the real part and Im[c¡ ] denotes the imaginary part of the

phasor õ¿

In general, the sinusoidal terms must be filtered, and thus are neglected in the

âext steps. Note that ú)r and 0r are synchronized to the pha.se-lockecl loop. O,

is ao arbitrary but constant phase positíon of the PLL with respect to the reference

coordinate system.

Solving for the components of the phasor c¿ using Equation 4.8, gives

(4.e)

the (o,F) -system of currents which are

[ 
+ *"¡u*¡ ] [r tr l cos orr

[ 
+ t.¡;r¡ J [-¡ (t) sin r,,,t

From Equation 4.9, and considering

defined by
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= ío(t) cos(t:, t) + j i*1r¡ 1-sin(o,r))

his: ip(r) cos(u,t) * ¡ iuQ) (-sin(or,r))

Clearly T[.=Tzz= (cos(orr)-i sin(to,'t) ) and Trz:Tzt:0

Substituting Equation 4.10 into Equation 4.2 g¡ves the result

- i,(r) s) i
- í.(t).s) 

I

phasor real and imaginary com-

4io (4.10)

(4.11)

(4.13)

It, I _ [,-(,)c +r'(r)s i(rp(r)c

Irrl 
- [¿"(r)c - rp(r)s i(-rp(r) c

where C : cos(ort) and .S : sin(corr) .

Using Equation 4.11, the positive sequence

ponents for the kth ate given by the equation

[""tt" I

I 
rmt;i 

]

The negative seq

tion

sin(to,t) 
I .

cos(o. r ) I

cos(cort) -sin(<,:rt)

-sin(<,1.1) -cos(rorl)

[;;l;ì]
I cos(co,' r )

_t- [ -sin(or,r)
(4.12)

phasor real and imaginary components are given by the eque-uence

Ixr] r

¿"(r ) I
;ut, ) l'

Figure 4.1 shows how Equation 4.12 is implemented for measuring the positive

sequence real and imaginary phasor components of the TCR line currents. The

(o,F) - system is calculated using Equation 4.1. The positive sequence harmonic

component of the signal that is measured is determined by parameter I( . If

K : 0, the dc component is measured. If K : 1, the 60 I{z component is meas-

ured, and so on.

The phase position of the reference sinusoid is deter¡¡ined by 0r , which is
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adjusted to ccrrect the phase position of the PLL to coincicle with the desired coor-

dinate system.

Subroutine PSEQ in the digital ¡nodel calculates the positive sequence real and

imaginary parts of the phasor for the dc, the 60 Hz, and the 720 Hz components

exactly as shown in Figure 4.1. @, : -90o is required to correct the phase of the

measuring system to give the same results as the numerical Fourier analysis program

FOURNUM. The listing for subroutine FSEQ is included in Appendix 2.7.6. of

Reference 7.

Filtering to elinninate the sinusoidal terms shov¿n in Equation 4.5 and 4.6 is

accomplished using an averaging filter. The signal is sampled 24. times per cycle and

stored in a shift-register containing 24 registers. Each new sanple is stored in regis-

ter 1, the previous samples shifted up one register. The output is derived by sum-

ming the contents of the 24 registers and averaging the result (1124) after each sam-

ple pulse. Thus, the output will give the clc component of any sinusoid whose period

is a multiple of the funda¡nental period, including the fundamental. AVGFIL2S is the

subroutine that does the filtering. Its listing is shcwn in Appendrx 2.1.8. of Refer-

ence 7.

Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 show the output of subroutine PSEQ and AVGFIL2S for

the dc, fundamental and the second harmonic components respectively of tbe TCR

line currents. The measurements are from the simulation of the case do : 45o

The TCR source has a second harmonic voltage of 30 Vo magnitude at a phase of

-30". The figures show the response from the startup of the simulation. Note that it

tales one cycle for the filter to initialize. The filter is very effective in eliminating

large oscillations. As an example, for the second harmonic component the 60 Hz

signal represents a large sinusoidal noise signal with zero dc average which must be

filtered .
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Table 4.1 shows a comparison of the output of the measurement technique

described above and the output of the Fourier analysis program FOURNUM which

provides an analysis of the digital simulation current waveforms. Note that the

FOURNUM program outputs RMS values in per unit and the measuring system out-

puts peak values in per unit. The scale factor between the two results is .u6 . fn*

sequence measuring system provides signals with an accuracy adequate for use as a

control parameter for the modulaiion controller. The measuring system delay is at

most a cycle ( 60 Hz).

ao

Tsble 4.1. Comparsion Of N¡¡m¡:rical

Fourier Á.nalysis \Mith Model

Sequence frleasuring System

= 45o. SourceTd Harmonic :30Vo @ -30".

+aaa Fourier Analysis Model

*ve Seq. Mag-pu Fhasedeg. Mag-pu Phnse-deg.

DC .0436 -147.7 (.04s0) \Æ -Iqí,.r.J

60 FIz .2t36 -122.8 (.2060) \Æ -tr22.Íi

120 ÊÍz .0874 -11.8.4 (.osso \Æ -11.9.2
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Figure 4.1. Measurement Of Positive Sequence Phasor
Components Of TCR Line Currents
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4.2 DESCR PTION OF' T'ETE MODUI.ATIGN CONTROLT.ER

The modulation controller block diagram is shown in Figure 45. The modula-

tion controller consists of one real-pole type filter and one proportional integral type

of controller for each component of the measured phasor, and controls to generate

the modulation signal Acr . The output of each controller is taken through a two-

pole switch to allow for a capability to deûne the firing angle modulation manually.

The controller outputs CR,L and CII\{G represent the real and imaginary parts

respectively of the modulation signal phasor. The sinusoidal ntodulation signal can

be reconstructed as shown in the figure using phase-locked loop signals. Reconstruc-

tion of the appropriate modulation signal is described in more detail in Section 3.2

The remaining elements in the closed-loop control system are shown in the dot-

ted boxes. The thyristor controlled reactor model consists cf the state equ.ation io¡-

mulation of the TCR (subroutine STÁ.8Q6), the thyristor representation (subroutine

TIIYR6) and the firing pulse control system, including the phase-lockeC loop (sub-

routine FIRPULSIS). These models are described in Chapter 2. The current

measuring system is described in Chapter 4.7, and consists of (r,s,t) -to - (*,9)

transformations, vector identification of the (*,F) - components, and the symmetri-

cal component transformation.

The modulation controller, as configured, has reference valugs equal to zero for

CRL and CIMG respectively. Tbus the PI controller is forced to adjust these parann-

eters until the measured cufrent real and imaginary components are both zero,

resulting in zero input error. The filte¡ing provided by the real-pole ûlter is not

necessary to eliminate ripple (the averaging filter ÂVGFIL2S is very effective in

doing this), but allows for averaging the measured signal over several cycles. This is

beneficial when the dc compcnent is the control parameter.

The modulation controller is implemented in subroutine PCONTRS. The listing

of this subroutine is included in Appendtx2.1.7. of Reference 7.
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Figure 4.5. Proportiona!-Integral Controller For Firing
Angle Modulation Of The TCR
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4.3 EVÁ,LUATION TF'F'IRTNG ÂNGT,E MOÐUI,ATXON CONT'T{,OL CONCEPT'

The performance of the concept of sinusoidal modulation of the firing angle of

a thyristor controlled reector is evaluated using the digital model. The confrgu¡ation

that is studied is the one where the thyristor controlled reactor is operating with a

second harmonic component superimposed on the fundamental frequency source.

One objective is to eliminate the second harmonic compon.ent of the TCR line

current by using the measured positive sequence second ha¡monic current as the con-

trol parameter. A second objective is to eliminate the dc component in the TCR line

current by using the measured positive sequence dc current as the control parameter.

For both the dc and 120 Hz control parameters, the performance is evaluated

for various phase angles of the second harmonic source voltage, and for various

firing angles. The effect of fìriog angle limits on the rnodulation is also studied.

Controller gains and time constants that work are selected. These parameters are

not necessarily optimum. The stability of the closed-locp control systeni has not

been studied theoretically.

It is useful to have a reference case in order to gauge the effects of the modula-

tion on the harmonic content of the line and reactor currents of the thyristor con-

trolled reactor. The reference case for this purpose is selected as tile case wirh

co : 45o and no modulation active. The TCR source voltage has a second har-

monic component of. 3tVo of the fundameatal at a phase of -30'. Table 4.2 summar-

izes the ha¡monic content of the TCR positive sequence line and reactor currents

obtained from an analysis of the model waveforms.

Note, the line and reactor currents are specified with respect to their respective

bases. One per unit is defined to be equal to the magnitude of the 60 Hz component

at Go = 0' . With no modulation, there is a27.5Vo dc and a42.6Vo seco¡rd harmonic

component, relative to the 60 FIz component at o : 45" . Appendix 4.1. of
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Table 4.2. TCR Current Componcnts

For l{o modulation

= 45". Source 2ü Harmoníc:30 Vo @ -30".

8AÈ9 Line Cu¡rent Reactor Current

*ve Seq. Mag-pu Phase-deg. Mag-pu Phase-deg.

DC .0450 -747.5 .04s0 !77 5

60 Hz .2041 -122.9 ,2041 -92.9

720 Hz .0889 -118.5 .0889 - 88.5

Reference 7 shows a more complete Fourier analysis of the TCR current waveforms,

obtained with the program FOURNU&Í.
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4.3.1 FIRING Á,NGL& fr{tDUf,AT'ION WITEI POSITIVE SBQUENCE SECOI-{D

EIAR,MONIC [,TNE CURR,ENT'AS T'ETE CTNTROL PAR.AMETER

Table 43 shows the controller parameters that give good response. The varic".is

parameters can be identified from Figure 4.5.

Table 4.3. Control Variables For

Fositive Sequence 2nd Elarnnonic

As Control Parprneter

Parameter Real Fa¡t Img. Part

c t--l 1.0û 1.00

T [sec.] 0.016 0.016

rc,r@j'pu
0.01 0.01

x, ¡Jad ,L pu -sec
-100.0 -8s.0

Limits [rad.] -f 1.0 -r- 1.0

The control variables \¡/ere selected by evaluation of the digital model output

for the reference case, cto = 45" and a source voltage second harmonic of

30 Vo at -30" . Note that the proportional integral controllers have essentially an

integral characteristic, with the proportional term being negligible.

Figure 4.6 shows the operation of the TCR for the reference case, and with

modulation active. The simulation case is shown from start-up. The transient that is

seen within the first 20 ms is due to initialization of the filter of the measuring sys-

tem. At 20 ms the measured real part of the seconcl harmonic co¡ûponent is '0.08 pu.
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and rhe imaginary part is -0.19 pu.. The magnitude is le çO.Ot+¡pu. which is

approximateiy the value for the no modulatíon case shown in Table 4.2. The

controller then brings the second ha¡monic component to zero by 0.27 seconi:. The

PI - controller.outputs CRf, and CXMG are also shown in the ûgure. CR[, :0.0115

pu. and CIMG : O.472 pu. , which gives the modulation peak Ã, :23.6" and the

modulation phase õ : 88.4' . Modulation phase is meas¡rred relative to reference

phasor which is the phasor associated with the sinusoid cos(arl ) .

The Fourier and symmetrical component analysis of the line and reactor

currents is shown in Appendix 4.2.1. of Reference 7. Table 4.4 summarizes the

significant positive sequence current components.

Table 4.4" Sequence Components Of TCR Currents

Control Farameter : *ve Sequun.u znd tr{armonic

&o : 45". Source 2ü Harmonic:30% @ -30".

L, =23.6". õ:88.4'

ÊêÊa Line Current Reactor Current

'Fve Seq. Mag-pu Phase-deg. Mag-pu Phase-deg.

DC .040 893 .040 7793

60 Hz, .198 -7213 .198 -913

120 Hz .0425 -118.4 .cozs - 88.4

Tatrle 4.4 shows that the second harmonic component has been reduced

significantly, now being only 73 7o of the fundanrental and 2.9 % of its magni-

tude for the no modulation case(Table 4.2).The dc componenthas not been changed

by the modulation, and the 60 Hz component has been reduced by 3 Vo . The
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modulation has contributed to more unbaiance ( 5 Vo at 60 }Jz), but has not altere'.Ì

the other harmonic components signifrcantly. The modulation would have a minor

interaction with the normal fundamental frequency reactive power and voltage con-

trols.

A peak modulation L = 23.6" and phase ö = 88.4' gives

Acrr, - 0.66o AG", = -20.8" Actr, : 20.1o (4.14)

Clearly, no ûring angle limits are encountered with this level of modulation and

cro:4f . Figure 4.7 shows the TCR waveforms after the modulation controller has

reached a steady-state" The actual ûring angles can be nteasured from Figure 4.7(a),

(b) and (c). The ct = 0o reference should be taken from the peak of the phase-

locked loop reference voltage VREF. Table 4.5 shows measured values of firing

angles and compares these to expected values that should result f;¡orn the modulation

that is active. Note that the resolution in the plotted rvaveforms is limited to

1- 2.76" due to the plot sampling period. Any other error is attributed to measuÍ-

ing inaccuracies.
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Table 4.5. Flring P¡¡[se PositÍon .A.nd

Slnusoidal Distribu tion

Control Faranneter : *ve Sequ"nou znd Í{a¡moníc

do : 45". Source2ü Harmonic:30Vo @ -30o.

Ã =23.6". ô:88.4"

Thyristor

AIpha

Firing Angle Interval

Between Pulses

Expected

lDes.)

Measured

lDes.l

Expected

lDes.)

Measured

(De.s.)
(rr 45.6 45.2

C(o-r aû ¡ù rt 39.3 37.4

€t 2' 24.9 24.7 ùs **

ct a-r û¿ ** 59.3 61.4

Ga 24.2 27.2 **

Ca-a tt ** 80.2 79.4

Ct¡ 44.9 44.5 t*

€[ <-¡ ,è+ ¡û ra 80.7 8i.s
û.( 65.1 623 ** *È

ct r,-( +'. *¡l 6t.7 60.5

CB ¡, 6s.8 62.3 {r* **

C[t-< ¡lt *s 39.8 40.5

Table 4.5 also sho\rs that the firing pulses are sinusoiCally distributed. Expected

values are determined using the values for Âo,,, from Equation 4.14 and the 60'

intervals that normally occur with no modulation.

Figure 4.8 shows the line current rvaveforms of the TCR after the modulation

l¡as reached steady-state. Clearly the waveforms sho\¡/ a dc cornponent, as can be

verified from the Fourier analysis attached as Appendix 4.2.1,. of Reference 7.

Changing the phase of the second harmonic component of the source voltage

does not change the magnitude of the modulation required to eliminate the positive

sequence 72A Hz component of line current. Only the phase of the modulation signal

is changed since harmonics arising from the source are norv at a different phase. An
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example in Table

ponent of N Vo

harmonic com-

T&ble 4.6. Sequence Components Of TCR. Cr¡rrcnts

Control Farsmeter : *ve Sequ"n"" 2nd Ïlarnnonic

oo = 45".Source 2d Harmonic:30 % @ -210".

Ã, =23.6". ô : -91..5""

4tÈa Line Current

*ve Seq. Mag-pu Phase-deg.

DC .041 -92.3

6A Hz .198 -727.1

720 Élz .0018 -73.4

A 180' change in phase of the second harmonic source component is compensatecl

by a corresponding 180' phase change of the modulation signal.

The performance of the modulation controls for different noniinal firing angles

e.o is evaluated next. It is observed that the positive sequence second harmonic

compcnent of the line current can be eliminated with f,ring angle modulation, eveil

though firing angle limits rest¡ict the sinusoidal modulation. For do : 0o the

sinusoidal modulation is in fact one-sided.

Table 4.7 summa¡izes the data for some of the TCR line currents along with the

relevant modulation data. For all cases in the table, the sirnulation was done 'with

the source voltage second harmonic component of 30 %o at -30"

For the cases ao : 45" anC do : 30o no firing angle limits are encountered.

The modulation magnitude increases proportionally, which is expected since the

4.6

@

is shown where the source voltage has a second

-210" .
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T'able 4.7. Effect Of HomÍuel

Firing Angle On ModulaÉion

Control Farameter: 2nd [trarmonic

Source znd H"rm"nic : 30 Vo @ - 3t',

TCR Line Currents

Modulation Off Modulation On

Fhase-f)eg.Phase-Deg.

89.3

-118.4

.044

204

.087

-747.7

-722.8

-118.4

.040

.198

.0025

*o :45o
L : 23.6"
E : 88.4"
Actr, = .66o
Ac", : -20.8'
Ã,a,, -- ?.0.7"

DC

60 Hz

120 Hz

.060

.408

.724

-732.7

-721"8

-135.5

.720

.430

.4424

Bs.0

-127.8

*o : 30o
A = 33.0"
õ = 74.0'
Acrr, : 9.25"
ÂG", : -321'
Ao r, :22.9"

DC

6A Hz

720 Hz

-114.4

-7?0.2

-145.3

.15C

.530

.0t27

88.4

-72?.1

*+

*o : 15o

h :55.2"
õ = 703o
Actr, = 13.5o
Ac", : -54.3"
Ae.r, = 35.7o

DC

60\fz

120 Hz

.072

.690

.144

*o =0o
A : 81.0o
ô = 66.7o
Actr" - 32.0"
Åc", = -805"
Acrr, = 435o

- 91.0

-120.1

-749.2

.150

s33

.0038

89.3

-722.7

**

DC

60 Hz

720 HZ

.066

1.m

.1s0
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second harmonic component is larger, as cztn be seen frour the no modulation case

data.

For the co = 15o and ûo : 0o cases, firing angle limits severely restrict the

sinusoidal modulation signal on one side. The second harmonic component is still

virtually eliminated (less than 25 Vo of magnitude wben no modulaticn is used),

but this requires larger peak modulation magnitudes.

The elimination of the second harmonic component has an undesirable effect on

the dc component for most cases. For all firing angles shown in Table 4.7, the abso-

lute magnitude of the dc component at least doubles. This could cause transformer

saturation and lead to larger second harmonic curients.

\ilhen the firing angle limits are not encountered, the effect of the nnodulation

on tbe 60 [fz component is not signifrcant. The modulation reduces the 60 Flz com-

ponent by 3 % for the so = 45" case and 5 Vo for the do : 30o c¿se. As

ûring angle limits are encountered, the 60 Hz component of the line current is

severely reduced. At c, : 0o the 60 FIz current component is 46 % of the

current for the no modulation case. The modulation signal would obviously have

a large interaction with the 6O.Hz reactive power controls that determine the nomi-

nal firing angle ct,

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the operation of the TCR with c : 0o . Figure 4.9

shows that the controller successfully eliminates the 120 Hz line current component

within 210 ms. Figure 4.10 shows the TCR waveforms after the modulation con-

troller has reached steady-state. Table 4.8 shows the firing angle limits are clearly

limiting the modulation. Note that the modulatiorì magnitude and phase are given in

Table 4.7 f.or the co = Qo case . Appendix 4-2.2 of Reference 7 shows the complete

Fourier analysis for the case oo = 0" , with modulation such tbat the second har-

monic line current is eliminated.
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îable 4.8. Firing Fulse Fosition A,nrì

Sinusold aI Dlstribu tion

Control Farpmeter : *ve Sequ"nce 2Bd I{armonic

&o = 0o. Source 2ù Harmonic;30 Vo @ -30".

A=81.". õ:66.7'.

Thyristor

Alpha

Firing Angle Interval

Between Pulses

Expected

lDes-\

Measured

lDes.)

Expected

lDes.)

Measured

lDez.)
Ctr 32.0 31.8 ** **

C?- ** *)t 28.0 25.4

€tr 0.0 0.0 ** **

(r r-r û* ¡t+ 60.0 59.3

c[1 0.0 0.0 ** **

dt-e ** ** 60.0 61.4

CI ,r 0.0 0.0 ** a*

€[<-¿ t* g* i08"5 106.0
(I,{ 48.5 44.5 ** tt

(Ir,_< *l t* 92.0 94.6

c[ <, 80.6 79.0 **

Q,.t -<
:s It ** 32.0 31.8

The digital model tests demonstrate that firing ilgle modulation using the 120

Hz positive sequence line current as a control parameter is effective in eliminating

this ctmponent from the line cufrent, even if firing angle limits are encountered.

Elimination of the second harmonic can result in larger magnitudes of dc curent,

rvhich is not desirable. To avoid significant interaction between the normal 6C Hz

reactive power and voltage controls and the modulation contrclleÍ it is desirable to

incorporate,in the overall SVC control strategy, means for re-adjusting t!ìe nominal

firing angle when modulation signals are restricted by ûring angle limits.
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4.3.2 FIRING ANGLE MODUT,ATION W[T]I POSITTVE SEQUENCE ÐC LIF{E

CURRENT AS T'nÌE CONTR'ÛL PÁÀR'AMETER

Tabte 4.9 shows the controller parameters that give good response. The varicus

parameters can be identiûed from Figure 4.5.

Table 4"9. Control Varísbles Fcr

Positlve Sequence DC

Á,s Control Psr¡meter

Parameter Real Fart Img. Part

G l--l 1.00 1.00

T [sec.] 0.c32 0.032

rc.|@l'pu
0.01 0.01

t<, ÍJL lL pu -sec
20.0 -40.0

Limits [rad.] -'- 1.0 -r- 1.0

The control variables were selected by evaluation of the digital model output

for the refe¡ence case to = 45" and a source voltage second harmonic component

of 30 % at -30" . Again, the proportional integral controllers are essentially

inte$al in nature, the proportional term being negligible. The smoothing from the

real pole of 32 ms definitely improves the controller response, making the system less

sensitive to asymmetrics resulting from larger time steps that could be used in the

simulation (a time-step of 50 microseconds was usually used). Note smoothing of 16

ms used for the second harmonic as control parameter was not as important, but also
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beneficial).

Figure 4.11 shows the response of the modulation controller for the reference

case and with the dc modulation active. The first cycle of the simulation shows the

start-up transient. At about 20 ms, the measured real part of the dc component is

-0.058 pu. and the imaginary part is -0.088 pu.. The magnitude is rÆ 1o.o+r¡ Pu.,

which is approximatety the value for the no modulatlon case shown in Table 4.2. The

controller is successful in reducing the dc component from this magnitude to zero

within 280 milleseconds. The Pl-controller outputs are also shown in the figure.

CRL : -0.109 pu. and CIMG : 0.274 pu. which gives the modulation peak

Â = 13.8" and phase õ = 117" Note that the modulation phase is measured with

respect to the reference phasor cos(rof )

The Fourier and symmetrical component analysis of the TCR line and reactor

currents is included in Appendix 43.7. of Reference 7. Table 4.10 summarizes some

of the more significant positive sequence current components.

Table 4.1.0. Sequence Components Of TCR. CurrenÊs

Contrc'l Farameter : *ve Sequence DC Componcnt

do = 45o.Source 2ü Harmoníc:30%o @ -30'.

A = 13.8'. ö : 117.0'.

agaS Line Current Reactor Current

*ve $eq. Mag-pu Phase-deg. Mag-pu Pbase-deg.

DC 0.001 -1295 0.001 -99.5

æ Ilz .r904 -727.3 .19M -97.3

720 Hz .048 -1295 .048 - 127.3
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Table 4.10 shows that the dc component has been eliminated. The second har-

monic component has been reduced from 0.087 pu. to 0.048 pu. , now being 25.2 %

of the fundamental. The 60 Hz component has been reduced by 6.6 %, which

implies that the modulation controls will have some interaction with the normal furi-

damental frequency reactive potver and voltage controls'

The peak modulation of Â = 13.8' and phase ô = 117" gives

Adr" : -625" Ac", = -7 5' Actr, = 13.3o (4.1s)

No firing angle limits are encounteied with this level of modulation and eo = 45"

Figure 4.12 shows the TCR waveforms after the modulation controller has reached

steady state. From Figure 4.12 (a), (b) and (c), the actual firing angles can be meas-

ured. The ct : 0o reference is at the peak of the PLL reference voltage VREF.

Table 4.11 shows the measured values of the firing angles and compares these to

expected ûring angles that should result from the modulation. Note tha'c the plot

sampling period gives a resolution of -r 2.16"
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Table 4.13. Flring Fulse E¡ositlon ,4.nd

SËnusoidel Dlstnib¡¡tion

Control Farameter : *ve Seqr:ence ÐC Com¡lonent

Go : 45o. Source2ü Harnzoitic:3AVo @ -30'.

Â:13.8'. E=1.L7.0".

Thyrtster

.ê.[pha

Firing Angle Interval

Between Pulses

Expected

ll-leo.ì

ldeasured

(Des.)

Expected

lDes.)

Measured

lDep.)
ctr 38.75 38.2 +*

d.1- ** tù 52.5 51.5

CIt 372 33.0 ¡** ¡ê*

€ta-c t¡û s* 66.3 67.8

ct1 37s 35.3 ûù *¡*

c¿-a È:â ûû 7',3.8 73.0

Q,t 5125 <aa
JL,I¿

û¡l a*

ct <_,r
t¡ tÐ 67.6 68.C

ct< 585 56.0 tù

Gr-s ** È¡ 53.7 53.6

QLa 525 57.2 ú)c

d,t -<
û* 4'1 46.3 4s.0

The table also shows that the firing pulses are sinusoidally distributed.

Expected values are determined using the values for A*r, in Equation 4.15 and 60'

firing intervals that normally occur with no modulation.

Figure 4.13 shows the line current waveforms for the TCR, when the modula-

tion has reached steady state. These waveforms and the reactor current waveforms

of Figure 4.10 show that there is a negligible dc component , vrhich is verified by the

Fourier analysis shown in Appendix 43.1. of Reference 7'

Changing the phase of the second harmonic cotrÌiitnent.of the source voltage

does not change the magnitude of the modulation required to eliminate the dc com'

ponent. Only the phase of the modulation changes to compensate for the change in
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the source voltage.

Table 4.12 shows the results of an analysis of TCR line currents for the case

when the source voltage second harmonic compoileitt has a phase of -210". A 180"

phase change of the second harmonic component of source voltage is simply compin-

sated by a corresponciing 180" phase change in the modulation signal required to

eliminate the dc component.

Table 4.12. Sequence Components Of TCII, Currents

Control Parameter : *ve Sequence DC Connponent

Go = 45". Source 2d Harmonic:38 7o @ -ZlA".

Â:13.6'. õ=-62.8'.

aat¡a Line Cu:rent

*ve Seq. Mag-pu Pi:ase-deg.

DC .0008 **

60 Hz .193 -727.2

120 Hz .0488 26.2

The performance of the modulation controls for different nominal Êring angles

cro , is evaluated next. It is observed that the pcsitive sequen'ce dc component of

the tine current can be eliminated with firing angle modulation, even though firing

angle limits restrict the modulation. This was aiso the situation when the second

harmonic was used as the control parameter.

Table 4.13 summarizes the data for some of the TCR line currents along with

the relevant modulation data. For all cases shovvn in tt¡e table, the simulation v¿as

done with the source voltage second harmonic component at 30 % @ -30" .
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Table 4.X3" Effect Of Nominal

FirÍng Angle CIn Modulution

Control Fara¡neter: *ve Sequence ÐC Component

Source znd H"rmonic : 30 Vo @ - 30'.

sg8 TCR Line Currents

Cas€ Modulation Off Modulation On

Data Comp. Mag-pu Phase-Deg. l'{ag-pu Phase-Deg.

*o = 45"
A = 13.8'
ð = 117.0"
Âûr, = -6.25"
Àc", : -750'
Act,, - 13.8o

DC

60 Hz

720 LIz

.044

.204

.087

-747.7

-722.8

-118.4

.0008

.193

.0488

s*

-721..2

26.2

*o = 30o
A = 11.9'
õ : 103.0'
Adr, = -2.7"
Åc", = -8.7"
Âctr, : 11.4"

DC

60 Hz

720 Hz

.060

.408

.124

1'rn 1

-727.1

-133.5

.0017

.4474

.0865

*+

-727.9

-153.7

Ço =0o
b, : 17.7"
E = 65.6"
Acrr, : 730o
Ac", = -17.6"
Actr,. - 103o

DC

60 Hz

120 Hz

.066

1.00

_150

- 91.0

-120.1,

-747.2

.c02

o0.',ooL

.735

86.s

-722.3

-752.9

For case co = 45o and Go = 30o , no firing angle limits are encountered.

The modulation peak Â does not increase much as s.o gets smaller. This is

expected since the dc component for the no ¡nodulatloa case does not change

significantly with firing angle.

F'or tbe d, = 0o case, firing angle limits restrict the sinusoidal nnodulation to
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be a one-sided signat. The dc component is still eliminated (less than 3 % of the

no modulation case), but this requires a larger peak modulation'

The elimination of the dc component also reduces the absolute ntagnitude of

the second harmonic component. For the eo = 45" case the second harmonic

current is 56 7o and for the c' : 0" case the second harmonic current is 90 Vo of

the respective no moduletlon values respectively'

\Ã'hen Êring angle limits are not encountered, the effect of the modulation on

the 60 Hz component is not significant. With Go = 45" , the 60 Hz component is

94 Vo of the no modul¿Éion case. For &o = 30o , the 60 Hz.orrrpon"ot is virtually

unchanged. When the nnodulation is restricted by firing angle lin'lits, the 60 Hz com-

ponent is more severely reduced. For cro : 0o , the 60 Hz component is reduceC to

88 Vo of the no modulation value.

Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show the performance of the TCR with

the dc component as the controi parameter and when firing angle limits are encoun-

tered. Figure 4.14 shows that the controller succeeds in eliminating the dc com-

ponent within 280 ms. Figure 4.15 (a), (b) and (c) show the waveforms after the con-

troller reaches its steady state, having eliminated the dc component. Table /¡.74

shows the firing angles that a¡e measured from the figures . The flring angle limits

are clearly acting. Note that the modulation magnituCe and phase ís shown in Table

4.73 f.ot the c.o : Qo case.

Clearly, the reactor current waveforms appear syarmetrical, having virtually no

dc component. This is verified by the waveform analysis, irrcluded as Appendrx 4.3.2.

of Reference 7.

The digital model tests demonstrate that firing angle modulation using the posi-

tive sequence dc component of the line cur¡ent as a control parameter is effective in

eliminating this component from the line current, even if firing angle limits are

encountered. Elimination of the dc component tends to reduce the 120 Hz
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Teble 4.14. Firing Fulse Fositlon And

Sinr¡soidal DistrlbuÉlon

Control Parameter : *ve Sequence DC Component

do = 0o. Source 2ü Harmoníc:30 7o @ -30'.

A = 17.7" ô : 65.6'

Thyristor

AIpha

Firing Angle Interval

Betweeï Pulses

Expected

(Deq.)

Measured

lDes.)

Expected

lDes.)

Measured

(Des.)

€tr 7.3 6.3 ** ût

Cto- )a$ ** 52.7 52.2

Q¡ 0.0 0.0 ** ¡l*

Qz-'t *û t* 60.0 593
G.e 0.0 0.0 ** tû

Ct ¿-a *t û* 60.0 60.7

tt 0.0 0.0 t* **

ct <-a ûÈ ¡Èù 70.3 72.Q

ctç 10.3 9.9 r+ **

Ct. r -<
)¡:t ** 67.3 663

Q.e 17.6 17.6 s:g *Ð

C[ r -<
*,ù tû 52.7 50.8

ccmponent as \ilell, but does not eliminate it. When frring angle limits are encoun-

tered, the 60 Hz component is reduced more significantly by the modulation.

Some cases were tried where a weighted average of the modulation signals from

the dc component controller and the second harmonic comPonent controller was

used as the control parameter in an attempt to eliminate both currents simultane-

ously. Such attempts were not successful, a result which was expected. lù/ith a bal-

anced fundamental frequency source the only source of even harmonics is firing

assymetries. Then one could expect to eliminate all even harmonics by some modula-

tion which eliminates the asymmetries. In the case rvhere the TCR source has a

second harmonic component, this component causes non-equidistant voltage zelo
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crossing which results in even harmonic currents. In addition, the source itself con-

tributes an additional second harmonic current comPoîeni.
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Figure a.15.(c) TCR Waveforms With DC As
Control Parameter. Go = 0o
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5.1 CONCT,IJSIONS

The concept of using firing modulation on a thyristor controlled reactor to con-

trol or more correctly manipulate the harmonic content of its currents was developed

and demonstrated using a simple moCel of the TCR static var comPensator.

Based on the studies with the simple model, the main conclusions are as follows:

(a) Sinusoidat modulation of the TCR firing angle provides the capabilty to con-

trol the magnitude and phase of a specified harmonic component of the TCR

line current. Thus the modulation concept has merit for irrproving system per-

formance in practical situations such as at Châteaguay by injecting currents into

the ac system at the appropriate magnitude and phase to damp resonances at the

lower harmonic frequer'cies.

(b) It is technically feasible to use sinusoidal firing angle modulation to elim-

inate a problem harmonic component of the line current of the TCR'

Digital simulation of the TCR system verified this for the dc component and for

the second harmonic conûponent of tbe line current. It is possible. to eliminate

the ciesired harmonic current even when severe firing angle limits are encoun-

tered, including when the limits result in a modulation signal that is one-sided.

(c) For the circuit studied , it was not possible to control or eliminate the dc

component and the 120 Hz component simultarreously by using a weighted aver-

age of the two respective mocÍulation signals. This is not very surprising. Tire

presence of the second harmonic voltage component in the source causes non-

symmetrical voltage zero crossings. This asymmetry results ín non-characteristic
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even hafmonic cur:^ents, the dc and second harmonic for example. However,

for the second ha¡monic current another factor contributing to the total 77A Hz

current is the source itself. One point to note is that eliminating the dc current

compoDent tends to reduce the second hara:ìonic current component in most

cases.

(d) An analysis of TCR curfents rvhen sinusoidal firing modulation is used

shows that positive sequence harmonic components of the TCR line currents

are suitable measured signals to use as control parameters.

The algorithm described in Chapter 4.1 that uses a coordinate transiormation,

phase-locked loop signals for vector identification and the symmetrical com-

ponent transformation to provide kìn instaûtaneous measuremrrnt of the positive

sequence harmonic ct¡rrcrt components works very v.'ell. The measuring delay is

at most a cycle ( at 60 Hz). The algol'ithm output of the magnitude and phase o'

the dc, 60 Hz and the 720 I1,z currents is virtualiy the same as that computeil

with the numerical Fourier analysis program FOUR.{U}'{. This measuring con-

cept would be suitable for measuring other sequence voi:;ges c..t cu,rrents. If

these quantities a¡e influenced by the TCR currents,then these quaÍtities would

also be suitable inputs for the modulation controller'

(e) When firing angle limits restrict the magnitude of the modulation signal, the

60 Hz component of the TCR line current is signiûcantly reduced. This reduc-

tion represents an interaction betrveen the moduiation contÍoller and the 60 Hz

voltage and reactive po\r/er controls. Such an interaction is undesirable. lilhen

it is beneficial to use modulation of the TCiì, control sffategies that set limits

on cro to allow for anticipated peak modulation angles should be adopted to

minimize such undesirable interactions.
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5.2 R.ECO&dñÆNDAT'IOI{S

The fotlowing points are suggestions for additional r'¿ork in order to demon-

strate further the practical feasibility of the modulation concept:

(a) Ctearly ûring modulation influences the magnitude and phase of the TCR

line currents. Firing angle modulation of the TCR should be applied for con-

trolting a resonant system operating condition. The circuit shown in Figure 2.2,

with the circuit parometers adjusted such that there is a parallel resonance

between the system and the SVC capacitors, should be studied to check that the

modulation can damp the ¡esonance. The impedance between the TCR and the

system should be va¡ied to evaluate the performance of the TCR rvhen operat-

ing in a weak and strong system. The circuit defined above is representative of

the Châteauguay staÊion v¿hen the ac system is in a resonant situation.

(b) When ûring angle lir¡its do not timit the modulation, there is onty a small

interaction between the modulatioû controller and the normal 60 FIz voliage

aad reactive controls ( refereuce Figure 3.7 ). Y/ben limits restrict the modula-

tion, the interaction is more severe. A study should be done ';o develop an

overall control strategy that allorvs all controllers to operate satisfactorily and

without compromising the overall SVC perforûance criteria. In nnany applica-

tions, the TCR is operated at large firing angles to minimize steady-state losses

in the reactors. Strategies to keep the operating firing angle in a range tha.t

accomodates noodulation would likely increase losses, and perhaps influence the

overvoltage profile at the station if m,cre capacitois are norûla11,.,, switclied on to

maintain mid-range ûring angles. These are some factors to be considered.

(c) The studies suggested above ancl the studies done for this thesis consider

that the SVC is connected directly to the high voltage bus. A series of studies

should be done which consider the performance of the TCR with firing modula-

tion when the SVC is connected to the ac system v¿ith a step-up transformer'
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(d) A theoretical analysis of the stability of the closed modulation control sys-

tem, including the non-linearity of the TCR , should be done in view of the

interesting modulation controller configuration that is used.
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APFÐNÐãX 9."3

PÐF{. UNXT SYST'EÞg

Per unit representation of power system quantities such as voltage, current,

power and impedance is a convenient and advantageous method of carrying out

power system calculations. Per unit quantities ate normalized with respect to a

chosen base value, rated apparent and rated system voltage. Quantites calculated in

per unit can be related to a specifrc system by the appropriate choice of the base

values.

For this study, the thyristor reactor system has a three phase rating of. 332.4

MVA, and a line-to-line voltage rating of. 720 KV at the high voltage bus. Thus

SB = 332.4 MVA is taken as the base MVA, and (IB:120'KV is taken as the

base voltage. The reactor base current is /¿. : 923.4 amperes and the line cuurent

base is lbt = 1599.0 amperes. The base impedance for the TCR reactor circuit is

Zbor" = 129.96 ohms. The base impedance relative to the line current base is 43.32

ohms.

The above quantites a¡e used to derive the per unit quantities used in the

analytical analysis equations and the digital modelling equations of the T'CR.
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